Just Us Chickens Quilt

By: Swirly Girl Design

Featuring the Just Us Chickens Collection

SIZE: 32"H X 32"W | INTERMEDIATE WITH PAPER PIECING EXPERIENCE | DESIGNED BY SWIRLY GIRL DESIGN
Just Us Chickens

32” x 32”

Fabric Requirements:
CX7448 Fresh: 1/6 yard
CX7452 Moss: 1/3 yard
SC5333 Midnite: 1/3 yard
CX7453 Nite: 1/2 yard
CX7452 Nite: 1/4 yard
SC5333 Apricot: 1/6 yard
CX7451 Fresh: 1/2 yard
CX7450 Sunny: 5/8 yard
Backing (your choice): 1 yard
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Just Us Chickens
by Swirly Girls Design
32" x 32"

Cutting:
WOF = Width of Fabric

CX7448 Funky Chicken Fresh:
Cut [1] 4-1/2" x WOF strip; subcut [5] 4-1/2" squares

CX7452 Chicken Scratch Moss:
Cut [1] 4-1/2" x WOF strip; subcut [16] 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangles
Cut [1] 2-1/2" x WOF strip; subcut [4] 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangles

SC5333 Cotton Couture Midnite:
Cut [1] 3" x WOF strip; subcut [10] 3" squares
Cut [3] 2-1/2" x WOF strips; subcut [40] 2-1/2" squares

CX7453 Flew The Coop Nite:
Cut [1] 3" x WOF strip; subcut [10] 3" squares

CX7452 Chicken Scratch Nite:

SC5333 Cotton Couture Apricot:
Paper Piecing; I used [3] 2" squares

CX7451 Barn Dance Fresh:
Cut [5] 2-1/2" x WOF strip; from ONE strip, subcut [4] 2-1/2" x 8-1/2" rectangles (set remaining strips aside for binding)

CX7450 Egg Drop Sunny:

Piecing:
Half-Square Triangle Units: Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of [10] 3" Flew the Coop Nite squares. With right sides together, place a 3" Flew the Coop Nite square on top of a 3" Cotton Couture Midnite square. Stitch 1/4" on each side of drawn line. Cut along drawn line and press toward Midnite. Square up unit to measure 2-1/2" square. Make 20 half-square triangle units.

Make 20
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**Flying Geese Units:** Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of all [40] 2-1/2” Cotton Couture Midnite squares. With right sides together, place a 2-1/2” Midnite square on the corner of a 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” Chicken Scratch Moss rectangle and stitch on the drawn line. Trim 1/4” from seam and press toward Midnite. Stitch a matching 2-1/2” Midnite square to adjacent corner, trim and press toward Midnite. Make 20 flying geese units.


Paper piece each section of the chicken in the order marked. Press and trim on the dotted line. Make sure all of your fabric pieces extend past the dotted line before trimming. Join A sections together for the top half of the chicken and the B sections together for the bottom half of the chicken. Gently remove paper. Make sure you piece two chickens facing left and two chickens facing right (use reverse pieces). Sew a 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” Barn Dance Fresh rectangle to the bottom of each chicken to complete block. Make 4.

Arrange blocks as shown and sew together into horizontal rows. Sew rows together to complete quilt center.

Sew a 4-1/2” x 24-1/2” border strip to each side of quilt center. Press toward border.

Sew a 4-1/2” x 32-1/2” border strip to top and bottom of quilt center. Press toward border to complete quilt top.
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Just Us Chickens
Make 2

Print Actual Size with No Scaling
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Just Us Chickens
Make 2 Reversed

1”
Print Actual Size
with No Scaling
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